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1. Match each paragraph with a heading
A) First paragraph

Any other businesses?

B) Second paragraph

Success comes easily

C) Third paragraph

Happy with her son

D) Fourth paragraph

Moves into movies

E) Fifth paragraph

Early family history

F) Sixth paragraph

Starts to model

G) Final paragraph

More than just a model

2. Answer the following questions
a) What was Elle Macpherson’s original surname?
b) Where was she discovered by a modeling agent?
c) Write three movies she has acted in
d) Write four things she’s done as a businesswoman

3. Put these events in order.
a………….she left the university
B…………..her parents got divorced
C…………..she started modeling.
D…………..she began modeling full time.
E……………she married the creative manager of ‘Elle’ magazine.
F……………she became known as ‘the body’
4. This contain five factual mistakes. Highlight them and re-write the text correctly.

The American model Elle MacPherson was thirty years old when she began acting. Her
first movie was “if Lucy fell”. She also appeared on tv many times, including
appearances on the popular drama “friends”. She is not married, but has a daughter
called Flynn.

5. Write n (noun), v (verb) adj (adjective)
a)________fourteen

e)________beauty

b)________magazine

f)________actor

c)________ talented

g)________popular

d)________restaurant

h)_______university

6. read this text and choose the best key Word for each section:
Ambition

confidence

energy

Independence

intelligence

organization

What do you need to be a model?
a. ………………………………….
Don’t wait at home for agent to come to you-get out there and make your dream come true. You must want success:
aim for the top
b. …………………………………
Learn how to be profesional, and try not to make mistakes. Think Smart, act Smart, and dress to kill!
c. ………………………………..
You have to sell yourself out there---you are a product. Believe in yourself, stay positive, and never have doubts.
d. ………………………………..
You have to travel away from family and friends. You may even have to live in another city. You have to be able to be
alone and do things for yourself.
e. …………………………………
There are lots of things to think about. Times, dates, plans, meetings.., you must be able to manage your time efficiently.
If you don’t have a diary, get one.
f.

…………………………….

Being a model is not easy! It’s hard, and you must be healthy and be able to work for long hours. Eat well, take exercise,
and make sure you are fighting fit.

